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Abstract— High energy pulse load weapons and sensors on
smaller, more affordable platforms are the driving factors
behind future all-electric warship power and energy systems.
For design space exploration, legacy design tools based on ideal
steady-state conditions are not sufficient. Design studies must
factor in the significant impact that these dynamic loads have
on the stability of the warship’s power and energy system, espe-
cially under critical operational demands. This paper continues
to improve the fidelity of a shipboard load demand model by
introducing exogenous features that trigger load responses. This
operational vignette-based model contains a set of shipboard
asset and rival characteristic features in a virtual battlespace.
With pre-defined rules that model human-in-the-loop decision-
making, a representative time-domain battle scenario is simu-
lated and ship-wide load demands are recorded. By modifying
ship and opponent features along with the rules that define
engagement, a set of realistic test cases designed specifically
for Monte Carlo simulation can accurately predict the load
demand over a wide range of notional operational vignettes.
In addition, since representative rival data is now added to
the model, tactical mission effectiveness can be assessed as a
function of power demand.

I. INTRODUCTION

Integrating high energy weapons and sensors on board
naval warships will have a significant impact to the total ship
system design. Among the challenges is designing a power
and energy system that reliably meets dynamic load demands
under potentially disruptive conditions. Current design tools,
with their steady-state power assumption, are not sufficient
to accurately model the stochastic nature of these new ship
loads [1]. Design methods and considerations for a new all-
electric warship have been published, as well as arguments
for a Medium Voltage Direct Current (MVDC) system [2]–
[6].

To address the power flow challenge, several approaches
have been proposed to analyze system tradeoffs for de-
pendability and energy storage analysis [7]–[10]. Common
among all these methods is a need to accurately generate
appropriately-scaled load demand profiles based on the ship’s
intended operational use. The load demand model in [11] ad-
dresses this approach, but the use of each load is determined
randomly. The method developed in this paper extends that
fundamental approach by initiating a shipboard response to
threats in a simulated battlespace. By analogy, the electric
warship load demand model developed in [11] simulates a
shadow boxer, while the method in this paper simulates a
fighter in the ring against an opponent.
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The electric ship load demand assumes realistic opera-
tional scenario-driven episodes reflecting actual human-in-
the-loop decisions. All loads are characterized and modeled,
resulting in a complete set of independent load demand
profiles in a given time frame. A principle advantage of
this framework is that it focuses on accurate ship-level
load dynamics without the need for architecture-specific
characteristics, making it ideal for a wide variety of early
design trade space studies.

Load models are lumped together by zone as a baseline,
but can easily be modified to accommodate detailed models
of individual loads, if necessary. Each load in the model has
between 6 and 12 random variables, and can include as many
as necessary.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes a
nominal ship power system, while Section III presents the
demand profile generator algorithm. Results are presented in
Section IV, followed by the conclusions and suggested future
work.

II. REPRESENTATIVE MVDC SHIP POWER SYSTEM

The representative all-electric ship MVDC system pattern
used in this paper is found in [12]. It is a 2-bus system (port
and starboard) with 4 zones from forward to aft. As shown in
Fig. 1, the power system contains the following components:
• Power Generation Modules (PGM)

1) Main Turbine Generators (MTG)
2) Auxiliary Turbine Generators (ATG)

• Conversion Modules (CM)
• Loads:

1) Zonal Loads (ZL)
2) Propulsion Motor Drive (PMD)
3) Radar (R)
4) Mission Loads (ML1, ML2, and ML3)

• Bus Nodes/Cable/Bus Pipe
The service loads contain 22 lumped-parameter loads,

each assigned to one of the 4 zones. The representative
model identifies two power levels. The first is a peaceful
transit “cruise” power, while the second is “battle” power.
The radar load is defined similarly. The propulsion load
is modeled as a twin shaft with half the total propulsion
power feeding each PMD. A generic cubic power vs. speed
relationship is used to map the ships speed to the amount of
power required with both shafts in operation. It is important
to note here that full speed requires over 70 percent of the
total installed ship power, and therefore significantly impacts
the aggregate load demand. Finally, each of the 3 mission
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Fig. 1: Representative MVDC ship power system.

loads are considered pulse loads with ML1 and ML2 defined
as “interceptor platforms,” from which interceptor tracks are
initiated and can engage rival targets.

Notice in Fig. 1 that there are 2 of each mission load,
which the model uniquely identifies. In all, there are 32
unique loads identified in the model; 22 ZL, 2 R (the single
block in the figure is split), 2 PMD, 2 ML1, 2 ML2, and
2 ML3. While each of these loads is unique, they are all
defined by similar load characteristics, namely minimum and
maximum power, time delays, and slew rates. One exception
to this is that the interceptor platforms, ML1 and ML2, have
probabilities of kill assigned to them for target track status
determination (to be explained later). Specific parameter
settings are found in [11] and derived from [12]. All these
parameters are defined as random variables, mostly using a
truncated normal probability distribution.

III. OPERATIONAL VIGNETTE-BASED MODEL
METHODOLOGY

A notable feature of this operational vignette-based load
demand methodology is its focus on modeling exogenous
events and how they impact shipboard human-in-the-loop
decision-making. Ultimately, these dynamics significantly
impact the ships load demand and power allocation. In
addition, the model can also reconstruct the virtual bat-
tlespace scenario, thereby enabling an analysis of mission
effectiveness as a function of power demand. The flowcharts
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 explain the methodology behind the
modeling approach.

A. Problem Initialization

The model process flow starts with acquiring all the
necessary ship, threat, and vignette parameter data as shown
in Fig. 2. The ship load parameter data is described in Section
II and it includes all 32 unique loads. Together, these loads
have over 200 parameters defined as random variables. The
ship model also includes power versus speed data for the
propulsion load.

The threat data includes range and speed parameters for a
library of threat types. Also included are the probabilities
of kill associated with both interceptor launch platforms
(i.e. weapon loads) and threats. And the total probability of
kill for a given interceptor-to-threat engagement will be the
product of the two. This value is the target hit/miss status
criteria when an interceptor arrives at the target.

The third and final set of parameters needed a priori is
the operational vignette data, where the tactical battlespace
is defined. Here, a particular instantiation of vignette data
will include a subset of threats chosen from among the
aforementioned library of threats. A random number of each
threat type, Nk, is determined from the discrete binomial
probability distribution, Nk ∼ B(N, p), where the number
of successes, N , and probability of success, p, are uniquely
determined for each threat type. Likewise, each threat type
also has a normal distribution random variable that defines
the time at which the threat becomes active during a sce-
nario. For the entire scenario, start and stop times, sampling
frequency, and battlespace boundaries (in the x-y plane) are
also established. In all, this vignette model data set contains
32 loads, 13 threat types, 6 unique vignette scenarios, and
over 300 random variable parameters, and the model is still
flexible enough to add more as necessary.

Now from these data sets, the operational vignette bat-
tlespace is constructed based on a two-dimensional target
motion model where the own ship track vector, zown, and the
set of Nk target track vectors, ztgt,k, are determined. These
vectors are based on a discrete-time, point-mass model with
constant velocity [13]. In the x-y plane, the equations for
position x and y and velocity, vx and vy , are

x [n+ 1] = x [n] + Tsvx [n] (1)
y [n+ 1] = y [n] + Tsvy [n] (2)

where Ts is the sampling period. Now, a position vector z
is assigned as

z[n] =

[
x[n]
y[n]

]
(3)

and velocity vector v as

v[n] =

[
vx[n]
vy[n]

]
. (4)

B. Virtual CO

With the ultimate goal of capturing the load demand
during a tactical scenario, a method of modeling human-
in-the-loop decision-making is necessary. In this manner, a
set of decisions are made at each time step to determine
the status of the target tracks, prioritize them, and select
interceptor launch platforms (i.e. shipboard weapon loads)
that can ultimately render them inactive. In effect, the model
is designed to collect and process data, then make decisions
like a “Virtual CO” (virtual commanding officer).

1) Prioritize Threats by Imminence: At the total ship
system level, one of the main functions of the Virtual CO
is to prioritize the targets at each time step from the most
imminent to the least and take action in that order. At the
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Fig. 2: Load demand model flowchart for track status.

highest ship command level, the human-in-the-loop decision-
making should be concerned about the design of a detailed
detect-to-engage sequence. For example, it should have a set
of criteria that clearly distinguishes targets from non-targets
in the battlespace. By contrast, the ship’s power subsystem is
considered a service provider and therefore is only concerned
with delivering power to any load at any time. So while
the power system should be aware of periods of increased
load demand, it is indifferent to the higher-level operational
situation. Therefore, the model described herein assumes that
it acts at the service-provider level. In the example in this
paper, a simplified detect-to-engage sequence is modeled
where all the tracks are considered targets. So if non-target
tracks exist in this virtual battlespace, then the assumption
is made that they will be sorted out at a higher command
level beforehand. This assumption is modeled as a normally
distributed random variable time delay on the weapon status
transition from stand-by to in-service.

To address the prioritization criteria in the model, the time

and distance to the target’s closest point of approach (CPA)
were determined to be sufficient for both model accuracy
and manageable simulation run times. If all the tracks in
the battlespace are assumed to be targets, then it can also
be assumed that they all are heading towards the general
vicinity of the ship. In this context, the target priority criteria
considers the highest priority target as the one with the
shortest time to CPA (tCPA) and distance to CPA (dCPA).
A unity-based normalization of tCPA and dCPA is used.
For the kth of Nk targets, the imminence factor (imf ) is

imf = st

(
tCPAk − tCPAmin

tCPAmax − tCPAmin

)
+ ...

sd

(
dCPAk − dCPAmin

dCPAmax − dCPAmin

) (5)

where st and sd are weight factors whose sum is one. The
target with the smallest imminence factor is the highest
priority.

For the simulation, at each discrete time step n the model
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receives each target’s position and velocity (ztgt,k and vtgt,k)
and own ship position and velocity (zown and vown). From
these points, the relative position of the target with respect
to own ship is calculated as

zOT = zown − ztgt,k (6)

and similarly for velocity vOT . The target’s time to closest
point of approach is

tCPA =
−vOT zOT

v′OT vOT
. (7)

Intuitively, this is the projection of distance onto the target’s
trajectory, which yields the distance until the target velocity
is perpendicular to the direction to the ship and therefore
at closest approach. This projection is then divided by the
velocity of the target.

The distance at the closest point of approach dCPA is
the Euclidean distance between own ship and the target at
tCPA,

dCPA =
√

(zOT + tCPAvOT )′(zOT + tCPAvOT ). (8)

2) Determine Track Status: In the next section of the
flowchart in Fig. 2, the Virtual CO determines the status
of each track, where one can be “inactive” (for any reason),
active (but not being targeted), “engage track” (i.e. in the
process of selecting a weapon), and “track engaged” (i.e.
interceptor en route). For kth target at each time step, a de-
termination is made as to whether or not a target track needs
to transition between states based on pre-defined criteria.
When a target track is “active,” then by the assumption that
all tracks are considered targets, then the target is assumed
targetable and its status switches to “engage track.” When
a target track is engaged with an interceptor en-route, the
model determines the time at which the interceptor reaches
the target, at which point the model initiates the probability
of kill criteria to determine whether or not the interceptor
was successful. If it is, then the target is rendered inactive.
If not, the target status switches back to “active” and will be
re-prioritized at the next time step.

3) Assign Weapon and Generate Interceptor Track: Fol-
lowing the target status determination, the Virtual CO must
now establish criteria to engage a target track with an
interceptor. The methodology for this process is shown in
Fig. 3. Starting with the current own track, target position,
and velocity vectors at the current discrete time n, the model
will assign an “engage track” status to the target.

The weapon load that launches the interceptor is given
a status of “in service”, “stand-by”, or “out of service.”
This weapon status distinction is important for accurately
modeling power allocation. As the flowchart in Fig. 2 shows,
it is possible to assign more than one weapon load to the
same target. This feature is critical in the model since it
impacts the total ship load demand. If a track status is
“engage” and the current weapon status is in “stand-by,” then
a track intercept calculation is initiated.

Solving the intercept problem enables the model to calcu-
late the time to intercept, tINT , and the distance at inter-
cept, dINT . These parameters are needed for determining
shipboard asset and power allocation. Given the interceptor
launch position coordinates zP , which is the same as the
ship’s position, the speed of the interceptor |vP |, the position
vector of the target ztgt, and the velocity vector of the target
vtgt, the values for vP , tINT , and dINT can be determined.

To determine tINT , the relative position vector of the
interceptor with respect to the target zTP , is needed. It is
determined in the same way as defined in (6). Next, a change
in reference frame is needed where one axis is along the
vector zTP (i-axis) and the other (j-axis) is orthogonal to
it. By determining the i- and j- component target velocity
vectors, the interceptor velocity vector in the i-j reference
frame will have a collinear vector along the i-axis. In the
i-j reference frame, the interceptor track and the target track
will collide if their j-component velocity vectors are equal.
Since the speed of the interceptor is known, its i-component
velocity can be determined, and as a result its velocity in the
x-y plane can be found.

To follow through with this strategy, the target’s velocity
along the i-axis is calculated by projecting the target’s
velocity vector onto the zTP vector as

vTi =

(
z′TP vT
z′TP zTP

)
zTP . (9)

To find the j-component target velocity, it is simply

vTj = vT − vTi. (10)

Again, for the interceptor to hit the target, their j-direction
velocity vectors must be equal such that vPj = vTj . Since
the magnitude of the interceptors velocity is known, the
interceptor velocity in the i-direction can be determined by
calculating the magnitude of the interceptor velocity in the
i-direction by the normalized zTP vector such that

vPi =

√ |vP |2 − v′PjvPj

z′TP zTP

 zTP . (11)

From here, the interceptor velocity in x-y plane is

vP = vPi+vPj . (12)

The time to intercept is the distance between the interceptor
and the target divided by the relative velocity between the
interceptor and the target in the i-direction such that

tINT =

√
z′TP zTP

(vPi − vTi)
′
(vPi − vTi)

. (13)

Finally, the distance to intercept from the interceptor launch
point is then

dINT = tINT
√

z′P zP . (14)

At this point in the method flowchart in Fig. 3, the current
target track with a status of “engage” will loop through all
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Fig. 3: Load demand model flowchart for weapon assignment, interceptor development, and load profile.

the weapons to determine which one (or ones) are in “stand-
by” and its interceptor is within range. If the answer is yes,
then a random number of interceptor tracks are generated
and launched at the given target.

C. Determine Load Demand Profile Data

At the same time that the interceptor tracks are generated,
the weapon load profile is being recorded and stored. During
the pulsing sequence of these weapon loads, pulse load
attributes are being considered so that the elapsed time can
be determined. This elapsed time then renders the weapon
“in service” and therefore temporarily unavailable. Also, the
status of the target changes from “engage track” to “track
engaged” until the time of intercept has elapsed. After tINT ,
the target’s status is either “active” or “inactive” depending

on the probability of kill criteria. This process is repeated
for every time sample.

IV. RESULTS

Ultimately, the product outcome described herein is a
representative load demand profile model that is both accu-
rate and light-weight, making it well-suited for Monte Carlo
simulations. To that end, a simulation was designed such that
it demonstrated three key enhancements to existing electric
warship load demand models.

The first of these model enhancements is its ability to
reconstruct the battlespace simulation, giving insight into
mission effectiveness. Shown in Fig. 4 is the representative
battle scenario in the x-y plane. These target tracks are what
trigger the sequence of shipboard pulse load responses shown
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Fig. 4: Operational vignette battlespace. This is the final
frame of a video reconstruction of the battle scenario. Own
ship is in blue at the center, targets are in red heading towards
center, and interceptors are in green heading away from
center and toward the various targets.

in Figs. 5 and 6.
The tactical scenario shows an electric warship at the

center and being saturated by a variety of user-defined
threats. A total of 41 target tracks were scattered across the
battlespace at random times. Identified in red, these target
tracks were randomly generated from a predefined subset of
9 types of threats taken from the threat library. These threats
range from slow-moving surface tracks to high-speed air
tracks. As discussed in the flow charts, all point-mass tracks
are considered targets (from the power system perspective)
and assumed to be heading in the general vicinity of the ship.
For this particular simulation, a worst-case assumption (from
the total ship command level perspective) is made such that
all tracks are heading directly towards the ship. In this case,
the imminence factor in (5) amounts to prioritizing targets
by tCPA only.

While it cannot be shown in this paper, a complete time-
domain video reconstruction of the virtual battlespace was
accomplished (to which Fig. 4 shows the final frame). There,
the correlation between targets and load demand in priority
order of imminence factor can be clearly seen. Each ray
emanating from the center is an interceptor track (active ones
are identified as a green point mass) that is heading towards
a target. In all, 4 shipboard weapon loads (i.e. 2 of each pulse
power Mission Load 1 and Mission Load 2) were available
in the simulation. At the end of the simulation, 25 of the 41
targets were rendered inactive, 14 interceptors missed their
target (which necessitated further pulse weapon usage), and
none reached the ship.

The second enhancement to the load demand model is
human-in-the-loop decision-making. Herein, the model as-
similated its own ship data, target track data, and weapon
load status in order to prioritize target tracks and assign
weapons. The key concept is that a predetermined set of
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Fig. 5: Total ship load demand triggered by events that
occurred in the simulated battle. The load demand exceeds
the total installed power.

measurable criteria with the greatest impact to the shipboard
load demand was chosen for determining weapon status.
As shown in the flowcharts in Figs. 2 and 3, the chosen
criteria were time and distance to the target’s closest point
of approach. These criteria were used to determine target
priority. Likewise, the launch-to-target intercept time and dis-
tance were also calculated to determine weapon assignment,
intercept assessment, and weapon status sequencing. The
model assumed a worst case scenario such that all threats in
the virtual battlespace were considered targets to be engaged.
If friendly tracks existed in the battlespace, then they could
be modeled as random time delays in weapon availability
Since it takes time to sort targets from non-targets. The
resulting aggregate load demand profile for the operational
vignette is shown in Fig 5. The dashed line indicates the total
installed power line. For this simulation, it can be seen that
energy storage is needed in order for the electric warship to
successfully accomplish its mission.

The third key enhancement to the load model is the
ability to dynamically coordinate weapon assignments and
thus simulate power allocation based on exogenous events as
shown in Fig. 6. Because the model allows for the weapon
loads to dynamically change status between in-service, out-
of-service, and stand-by, there is a trading off of track
assignments as there are many active threats. In this case,
there are nearly-simultaneous occurrences of pulse power.
This condition could greatly impact the stability of the ship’s
power system - especially at a time when resiliency is needed
the most. Also note that the active interceptor tracks in Fig.
4 correspond to the combination of forward and aft Mission
Load 1 (ML1) towards the end of the time-domain power
profile in Fig. 5.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the context of future electric warship power and energy
system analysis, it is widely held that little value is gained
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Fig. 6: Weapon load demand sequences from the simulated
battle scenario. Simultaneous pulses can occur across multi-
ple weapon loads.

from assuming a constant steady-state power system model
[9]–[11], [14]. With new-to-the-navy high energy pulse loads
due to arrive on electric warships, new power system design
tools that model the stochastic nature of these load demands
during representative operational scenarios are needed [1].
To address this need, the load demand model in [11] was
enhanced by modeling external activities that trigger a load
demand response. In principle, the difference between this
approach and the randomly generated shipboard load demand
model in [11] is like analyzing a boxer in the ring fighting
an opponent compared to analyzing the fighter while shadow
boxing.

Three key enhancements to existing models were proposed
and then demonstrated. The first was the ability to reconstruct
the battlespace simulation, which enables greater insight into
mission effectiveness as a function of load demand. The
second enhancement was a simulated shipboard human-in-
the-loop decision-making process where the “Virtual CO”
assimilates its own ship data, target track data, and weapon
load status in order to prioritize target tracks and assign
weapons. The third key enhancement was the ability to
dynamically sequence the coordinated weapon assignments,
which in turn affected the allocation of pulse power to all
available weapon loads in the model.

With these added enhancements to the load demand model,
a broader scope of power and energy system analysis studies
that were previously unreached can now be addressed. For
example, a metric could be proposed that quantifies mission

effectiveness as a direct function of load demand.
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